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1

Introduction

Let f(z) be a holomorphic cusp form of weight 2 for the coﬁnite discrete subgroup Γ of
SL2 (R). In [5, 6] Goldfeld introduced Eisenstein series associated with modular symbols.
It is deﬁned as
E∗ (z, s) =



γ, f(γz)s ,

(1.1)

γ∈Γ∞ \Γ

where for γ ∈ Γ the modular symbol is given by
γ, f = −2πi

 γz0
z0

f(τ) dτ.

(1.2)

Here z0 is an arbitrary point in H. The aim is to study the distribution of the modular
symbols. Goldfeld conjectured in [6] that


γ, f ∼ R(i)X,

(1.3)

c2 +d2 ≤X

where R(z) is the residue at s = 1 of E∗ (z, s), and we sum over the elements in Γ with
lower row (c, d). In fact, he conjectured corresponding statements for the more general
Eisenstein series associated with modular symbols Em,n (z, s), see (1.16). If we take f(z)
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to be a Hecke eigenform for Γ0 (N) and Ef is the elliptic curve over Q corresponding to it
by the Eichler-Shimura theory, then
γ, f = n1 (f, γ)Ω1 (f) + n2 (f, γ)Ω2 (f),

(1.4)

where ni ∈ Z and Ωi are the periods of Ef . The conjecture ni  Nk for |c| ≤ N2 and
some ﬁxed k (Goldfeld’s conjecture) is equivalent to Szpiro’s conjecture D  NC for
some C, where D is the discriminant of Ef . This has been the motivation to look at the
distribution of modular symbols.
In [15] the analytic continuation of the Eisenstein series has been proved and
in [14] it is proved that the analytic continuation of them on the line (s) = 1/2 has poles
at sj , where sj (1 − sj ) are the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator on Γ \ H. A functional
equation was also found. The action of Hecke operators on the Eisenstein series was
studied in [4].
One of the problems is that the Eisenstein series is not a modular form in the
classical setting, that is, it is not invariant or transforms nicely under the action of Γ .
In fact, it transforms as
E∗ (γz, s) = E∗ (z, s) − γ, fE(z, s),

(1.5)

where E(z, s) is the standard nonholomorphic Eisenstein series for Γ .
We study in this paper a new approach to this Eisenstein series. We consider
Eisenstein series with characters depending on a parameter  and we notice that the
Eisenstein series with modular symbols is their derivative when  = 0. We deﬁne
E (z, s) =



χ (γ)(γz)s ,

(1.6)

γ∈Γ∞ \Γ

where χ is a one-parameter family of characters of the group deﬁned by

χ (γ) = exp

− 2πi

 γz0
z0


f(τ) dτ .

(1.7)

This series is deﬁned formally, because the character χ is not unitary. In practice, one
substitutes with a unitary character, by considering the real and imaginary part of the
holomorphic differential f(τ)dτ. In this case, convergence is guaranteed for (s) > 1 by
comparison with the standard Eisenstein series. The Eisenstein series with character
transform as
E (γz, s) = χ̄ (γ)E (z, s).

(1.8)
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They satisfy functional equations
E (z, s) = φ (s)E (z, 1 − s).

(1.9)

In the domain of absolute convergence we see that
d
E (z, s) = E∗ (z, s),
d |=0

(1.10)

by termwise differentiation. Also we differentiate (1.9) to get the functional equation
E∗ (z, s) =


dφ(s) 
E(z, 1 − s) + φ(s)E∗ (z, 1 − s).
d =0

(1.11)

Here φ(s) is the (standard) scattering function for  = 0.
Our ﬁrst theorem describes the analytic properties of E∗ (z, s). It gives a new proof
of the main result in [15] and another result in [14].
Theorem 1.1. (a) The Eisenstein series associated with modular symbols E∗ (z, s) has
a meromorphic continuation in the whole complex plane and satisﬁes the functional
equation (1.11).
(b) For (s) ≥ 1/2, the poles of E∗ (z, s) are simple and contained in the set
  


1
∪
sj , s¯j .
2

(1.12)

j

(c) At a cuspidal eigenvalue sj (1 − sj ) of ∆ corresponding to the cusp forms φl (z),
l = 1, . . . , N, the residue of E∗ (z, s) is equal to
 


N

c
1
1
Γ sj −
φl (z).
L f ⊗ φl , sj +
πs j
2
2

(1.13)

l=1

Here c is a certain constant, Γ (s) is the Gamma function, and L(f ⊗ φl , s) is the RankinSelberg convolution of f(z) with φl (z).



We prove Theorem 1.1(a) in Section 2, (b) in Section 4, and (c) in Section 5.
It follows that the scattering function φ∗ (s) identiﬁed in [15, equation (0.3)] using
Kloosterman sums is given simply by
φ∗ (s) = dφ (s)/d

(1.14)

at  = 0 and its functional equation [15, Theorem 0.2] follows by the standard functional
equation for the scattering matrix φ(s)φ(1 − s) = 1 by differentiation. This gives the
following theorem, see also [2, Theorem 1].
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Theorem 1.2. Let i and j be cusps. The entries of dφ (s)/d at  = 0 are given by
φ∗ij (s)

= −2πi

i
j

f(τ) dτ · φij (s).

(1.15)


Since we are interested in the analytic continuation of Eisenstein series, we follow the method of Colin de Verdière [3], which is the shortest known method. We notice
that at every step we can differentiate with respect to the parameter  and that everything remains meromorphic in s ∈ C.
Remark 1.3. Our method also allows to prove the meromorphic continuation of more
general Eisenstein series of the form
Em,n (z, s) =



n

γ, fm γ, g (γ · z)s

(1.16)

Γ∞ \Γ

for two cusp forms f, g of weight 2, which are relevant to the distribution of modular
symbols, as explained in [15, page 165]. See (2.3).
A corollary of our method is to show the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. Assume that sj (1 − sj ) has multiplicity one and the corresponding Maaß
cusp form is φj (z). If the value of the L-series L(f ⊗ φj , sj + 1/2) is nonzero, then the
perturbed Eisenstein series E (z, s) has a pole close to sj .



The hypothesis


1
L f ⊗ φl , sj +
2


=0

(1.17)

is the Phillips-Sarnak condition and appeared in [20, 21]. See Remark 6.1.
We also study the behavior of E∗ (z, s) on vertical lines. We get the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.5. The Eisenstein series associated with modular symbols E∗ (z, s) is bounded
on vertical lines with σ > 1/2. More precisely, for z ∈ K, a compact set, and for s bounded
away from the poles of φ(s) on (1/2, 1] the following estimate holds.
E∗ (z, s) K,σ 1.

(1.18)


Remark 1.6. In fact Theorem 1.5 allows to improve the asymptotic formula (1.3), that
is, it gives an estimate for the remainder of the form O(Xa ), with a < 1, using standard
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techniques in analytic number theory (contour integration). See the forthcoming article
of Goldfeld and O’Sullivan [7].
Remark 1.7. We introduce sums over closed geodesics γ with length l(γ) as follows:
π (x) =



χ (γ).

(1.19)

l(γ)≤x

Then

 
d 
π (x) = −2πi
f.
d =0
γ

(1.20)

l(γ)≤x

The asymptotic behavior of the sums π (x) can be understood using the Selberg trace
formula. To estimate their derivative one should differentiate the trace formula in .
On the other hand, to understand geodesics in homology classes as in [18], we integrate
the trace formula over the character variety.
The study of E∗ (z, s) using perturbed Eisenstein series is a new application of
the spectral deformations used in [16, 19, 21]. Our contribution is to put the Eisenstein
series with modular symbols into this framework. We avoid completely the Kloosterman
sums with modular symbols introduced and used in [6, 15].

2

Proof of the analytic continuation of E∗ (z, s)

We ﬁrst notice that E∗ (z, s) is linear in the differential f(τ)dτ. So we can consider separately the real and imaginary part of f(τ)dτ. Let wi be either of the two. We let
χi (γ)


= exp

− 2πi

 γz0
z0


wi ,

(2.1)

which is now a unitary character of Γ . We deﬁne Eisenstein series


E z, s, wi =



χi (γ)(γ · z)s

(2.2)

γ∈Γ∞ \Γ

for (s) > 1. More generally, one can deﬁne Eisenstein series depending on a vector of parameters  = (1 , 2 , . . . , m ) and a vector of real-valued harmonic 1-forms
(w1 , w2 , . . . , wm ) as


 =
E z, s, w



m


γ∈Γ∞ \Γ i=1

χii (γ)(γ · z)s .

(2.3)
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The Eisenstein series (1.16) are linear combinations of their derivatives in i , when we
set  = 0. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to one parameter and one cusp. We
drop the subscript i. The generalization to many cusps can proceed as in [13]. Using the
identiﬁcation of harmonic cuspidal cohomology with cohomology with compact support,
see [1], we can assume that w is a compactly supported form. We consider the space
L2 (Γ \ H, χ̄ ) of L2 functions which transform as
h(γ · z) = χ̄ (γ)h(z),

γ∈Γ

(2.4)

under the action of the group. We introduce unitary operators


U : L2 (Γ \ H) −→ L2 Γ \ H, χ̄

(2.5)

given by



z 

U h (z) = exp 2πi
w h(z).

(2.6)

z0

We set
L = U−1
 ∆U .

(2.7)

The operators L on L2 (Γ \ H) and ∆ on L2 (Γ \ H, χ ) are unitarily equivalent. Also L =
∆ outside the support of w. The cusp C is isometric to [b, ∞) × R/Z with the metric
(dx2 + dy2 )/y2 , where b is sufﬁciently large. We can assume that supp(w) ∩ C = ∅. We
let h(y) ∈ C∞ (R+ ) be a function which is 0 for y ≤ b + 1 and 1 for y ≥ b + 2. Let

Ω =

s ∈ C, (s) >


 
1
, s(1 − s) ∈ Spec L .
2

(2.8)

Lemma 2.1. For s ∈ Ω there exists a unique D (z, s) such that



L + s(1 − s) D (z, s) = 0,

D (z, s) − h(y)ys ∈ L2 (Γ \ H).

(2.9)

Moreover, the functions
s −→ D (z, s),

s −→

d
D (z, s)
d

(2.10)

are holomorphic in s ∈ Ω and the function
 −→ D (z, s)
is real analytic.

(2.11)
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Remark 2.2. The functions D (z, s) are not the Eisenstein series themselves. These are
E (z, s) = U D (z, s).
Proof. We write D (z, s) = h(y)ys + g (z, s) with g ∈ L2 (Γ \ H). We set



H (z, s) = − L + s(1 − s) h(y)ys

(2.12)

and we see that H has compact support and depends holomorphically on s ∈ C and real
analytically in . The same is true for Ḣ (z, s) = −L̇ (h(y)ys ). For notational convenience
we put a dot to denote differentiation with respect to the parameter . As long as s(1 − s)
is not in the spectrum of L , the equation (L + s(1 − s))g (z, s) = H (z, s) can be inverted
to give

−1
g (z, s) = L + s(1 − s)
H (z, s)

(2.13)

and g ∈ H2 (Γ \ H), the second Sobolev space. The resolvent is holomorphic outside the
spectrum of L and depends real analytically on the parameter , see [10, pages 66–67].

We deﬁne pseudo-Laplacian operators associated with L exactly as in [3, 11].
We set


Ha = f ∈ H1 (Γ \ H), f0 |(a,∞ ) = 0 ,

(2.14)

where f0 is the zero Fourier coefﬁcient at the cusp. We take a ≥ b + 2. The operator L,a
is the Friedrichs extension of the restriction to H1 (Γ \ H) of the quadratic form q(f) =
∇U f2 to Ha . Intuitively we map f to L2 (Γ \ H, χ̄ ) and we know that L is unitarily
equivalent to ∆ on this space. As in [11, 17], the operators L,a have compact resolvents
and depend real analytically on . Consequently, this is true for their resolvents Ra, (s) =
(L,a + s(1 − s))−1 by standard perturbation theory, [10, pages 66–67]. We deﬁne

−1 

H (z, s)
F (z, s) = h(y)ys + L,a + s(1 − s)

(2.15)

and we see that F is meromorphic in s and the same applies to

−1 

Ḟ (z, s) = L,a + s(1 − s)
Ḣ (z, s) + Ṙa, (s)H (z, s).

(2.16)

We notice that L,a does not change the nonzero Fourier coefﬁcients and it removes the
zero Fourier coefﬁcient at height y = a. For b < y < a we see that (L +s(1−s))F (z, s) = 0.
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Consequently, the zero Fourier coefﬁcient F0, (z, s) of F (z, s) is of the form
F0, (z, s) = A (s)ys + B (s)y1−s

(2.17)

for some holomorphic functions A (s), B (s), s = 1/2. The real analyticity of the expansion in  is also obvious, as follows from the deﬁnition of the Fourier coefﬁcients. By
looking at height y = a in (2.15), we get
A (s)as + B (s)a1−s = as ,

(2.18)

from which it follows that A (s) and B (s) are not identically 0 in s. We modify the
functions F (z, s) to relate them to the functions D (z, s) as follows. We deﬁne


F̃ (z, s) = F (z, s) + χ[a,∞ ) (y) A (s)ys + B (s)y1−s − ys .

(2.19)

We notice that (L + s(1 − s))F̃ (z, s) = 0 for y ≥ a. If (s) > 1/2 and s(1 − s) ∈ Spec(L ),
all terms are in L2 (Γ \ H) with the exception of h(y)ys + χ[a,∞ ) (y)(A (s)ys − ys ), so
F̃ (z, s) − A (s)h(y)ys ∈ L2 (Γ \ H)

(2.20)

and, therefore,
F̃ (z, s) = A (s)D (z, s)

(2.21)

by Lemma 2.1. Similarly, we see that F̃ (z, s)−χ[a,∞ ) (y)B (s)y1−s ∈ L2 (Γ \H) for (s) < 1/2
and s(1 − s) ∈ Spec(L ), so
F̃ (z, s) = B (s)D (z, 1 − s).

(2.22)

From (2.21) and (2.22), we get the analytic continuation of D (z, s) and its functional
equation. As in [3] we see that D (z, s) does not have poles on (s) = 1/2 (using the
Maaß-Selberg relations). The scattering matrix is
φ (s) =

B (s)
.
A (s)

(2.23)

We mention the various formulas for the derivatives


dF̃ (z, s)
= Ḟ (z, s) + χ[a,∞ ) (y) Ȧ (s)ys + Ḃ (s)y1−s ,
d
Ḋ (z, s) =

dA−1
dF̃ (z, s)
 (s)
,
F̃ (z, s) + A−1
 (s)
d
d

Ė (z, s) = U̇ D (z, s) + U Ḋ (z, s).

(2.24)
(2.25)
(2.26)
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3

Proof of Theorem 1.2

We discuss the case of one cusp ﬁrst. By [9, page 218, Remark 61] we know that φ (s) =
φ− (s). As a result φ̇0 (s) = 0, being the derivative of an even function at  = 0. Consequently, by (1.14) we have φ∗ (s) = 0.
We include a detailed proof of φ (s) = φ− (s) to facilitate the understanding of
the multiple-cusp case. Using the Bruhat decomposition Γ∞ \ Γ/Γ∞ , we can write the zero
Fourier coefﬁcient as
ys +

 1



γ∈Γ∞ \Γ/Γ∞ m∈Z 0

χ (γ)

ys
dx
|cz + cm + d|2s

(3.1)

since χ (γSm ) = χ (γ) as χ is a character with χ (S) = 1. Here S is the standard parabolic
generator. So
1−s

φ (s)y



=

γ∈Γ∞ \Γ/Γ∞

χ (γ)
|c|2s

∞
−∞

ys
dx.
|x2 + y2 |s

(3.2)

√
The integral can be evaluated in terms of the Gamma function to be y1−s π Γ (s−1/2)/Γ (s),
see [8, equation (8.380.3)]. To show that φ (s) = φ(s, χ) = φ(s, χ̄) = φ− (s) it sufﬁces to
notice that we can take as coset representatives in the Bruhat decomposition γ−1 , where
γ ∈ Γ∞ \ Γ/Γ∞ and that γ−1 has lower left entry −c. The same calculation works for the
case of many cusps and the diagonal entries φii (s, χ) of the scattering matrix Φ (s). We
get φ̇ii (s) = 0.
Remark 3.1. In general, for a group Γ with many cusps, Φ (s) = Φ− (s)T . By differentiation we get that Φ∗ (s) is skew-symmetric, which already gives [15, Proposition 4.2].
In the case of many cusps the ij-entry of the scattering matrix is given by


1
Γ s−
√
2
φij, (s) = π
Γ (s)


γ∈Γ∞ \Γ/Γ∞



χ σ−1
i σj γ
.
|c|2s

(3.3)

Here σj maps the j cusp to i∞ and σi maps the i cusp to i∞. Since χ is a character we
can write χ (σ−1
i σj )χ (γ) and differentiate to get

φ∗ij (s)

=

− 2πi

 σ−1
i σj z0
z0


f(τ) dτ φij (s) + φ̇ii (s).

(3.4)

But we have shown that φ̇ii (s) = 0. Since φ∗ (s) does not depend on z0 , we take z0 to be
the j cusp.
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4

Poles of E∗ (z, s)

It is clear from (2.16) and (2.21) that we get potential poles for E∗ (z, s) at the eigenvalues
of L,a or at the poles of the scattering matrix. The eigenvalues of L,a come in two types,
[3]. Any cusp form for  = 0 is an eigenfunction of L0,a for all a, as its zero Fourier coefﬁcient is identically zero. These are the eigenvalues of type (I). The eigenvalues of type (II)
correspond to noncuspidal eigenfunctions: for (sj ) ≥ 1/2, sj = 1/2 we must have
 
asj + φ0 sj a1−sj = 0.

(4.1)

For sj = 1/2 the condition is φ0 (1/2) = −1 and φ0 (1/2) = −2 log a. For details see
[3, page 93]. Recall that φ0 (s) is the (standard) scattering function φ(s). It is inconvenient to work with L,a , so we try to characterize the poles of E∗ (z, s) in terms of the
eigenvalues of ∆.
Lemma 4.1. If sj does not correspond to a cuspidal eigenvalue of ∆ on L2 (Γ \H) and φ0 (s)
does not have a pole at sj , then E∗ (z, s) is regular at sj .



Proof. If A0 (sj ) = 0, then (2.18) implies that B0 (sj ) = 0. But then φ0 (s) has a pole at sj .
Consequently, A0 (sj ) = 0 for all a large, so we do not get a pole from the contribution of
−1
A−1
 and dA /d in (2.25). We also need to arrange that we do not get a pole from the

resolvent of L0,a for some a, see (2.16). We need to exclude the eigenvalues of type (II).
Then all the formulas become regular at sj . Notice that, by the second Neumann series
for the resolvent [10, pages 66–67],
Ṙ (z) = −R (z)L R (z),

(4.2)

so the derivative of the resolvent in (2.16) is regular away from the eigenvalues of L .
However, the conditions (4.1) are satisﬁed for a discrete set of values of positive a. Once
an a is chosen (sufﬁciently large) not satisfying (4.1), for small enough , L do not have
eigenvalue close to sj .



This lemma proves part (b) in Theorem 1.1.

5

Residues of E∗ (z, s) at cuspidal eigenvalues

Let sj be such that sj (1 − sj ) is a cuspidal eigenvalue of ∆. The formula for L has been
used in [16, 19] and is given by
L u = ∆u − 4πidu, w − 4π2 2 |w|2H u + 2πi(δw)u.

(5.1)
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Here δ(pdx + qdy) = −y2 (px + qy ), pdx + qdy, fdx + gdy = y2 (pf̄ + qḡ) and |pdx + qdy|2H =
y2 (|p|2 + |q|2 ). The difference in the signs is due to the fact that we use −w in the formula
in [16, page 113]. We have



L + s(1 − s) D (z, s) = 0

(5.2)

away from the poles of D (z, s). We differentiate it and evaluate at  = 0 to get



L0 + s(1 − s) Ḋ0 (z, s) = −L̇0 D0 (z, s).

(5.3)

It follows from (2.21) and (2.23) that the zero Fourier coefﬁcient of D (z, s) is
ys + φ (s)y1−s .

(5.4)

Since φ̇0 (s) = 0, by Theorem 1.2, Ḋ0 (z, s) is in Ha . We can substitute L0 with L0,a to get



L0,a + s(1 − s) Ḋ0 (z, s) = −L̇0 D0 (z, s).

(5.5)

As in Section 4 we can assume that we chose a in such a way that L0,a does not have
a type (II) eigenvalue at sj (1 − sj ). For s(1 − s) ∈ Spec(L0 ), (s) > 1/2 we can introduce
the resolvent to get
Ḋ0 (z, s) = −R0 (s)L̇0 D0 (z, s),

(5.6)

where R0 (s) = (L0 + s(1 − s))−1 . The residue A(z) of Ḋ0 (z, s) at sj , which is the same as the
residue of Ė0 (z, s) by (1.10) and (2.26) is the residue of R0,a (s) at sj applied to −L̇0 D0 (z, s).
We recall that D0 (z, s) is regular at sj . The resolvent kernel for L0,a has an expansion
at sj of the form


rL0,a z, z  , s =

N

 
1
φl (z)φl z  + analytic at sj ,
s(1 − s) − sj (1 − sj )

(5.7)

l=1

where φl (z), l = 1, . . . , N are an orthonormal basis of cusp forms at sj .
As a result the residue A(z) is given by

N
 


 
4πi 
φl (z)
φl z  dD0 z  , sj , w dµ z 
A(z) =
2sj − 1
Γ \H
l=1


N
 

  
2πi 
−
φl (z)
φl z  (δw)D0 z, sj dµ z  ,
2sj − 1
Γ \H
l=1

(5.8)
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where dµ(z) is the invariant hyperbolic measure dxdy/y2 . This residue is independent
of a. We can change w in its cohomology class, even though U depends on it. Consequently, we can approximate α, the real or the imaginary part of the differential f(z)dz
by a family wl , supported in a compact set Kl with Γ \ H = ∪Kl and with convergence in
the Sobolev space H1 . Then




lim
l



Γ \H

l

φj (z) dD0 z, sj , wl dµ(z) =




lim
Γ \H







Γ \H





φj (z) δwl D0 z, sj dµ(z) =

Γ \H



φj (z) dD0 z, sj , α dµ(z),



φj (z)(δα)D0 z, sj dµ(z).

(5.9)

Since α is harmonic, δα = 0. Since the modular symbol is linear, while ·, · is antilinear
in the second variable, we take α = f(z)dz. By linearity, we are left to compute

Γ \H



φj (z) dD0 z, sj , f(z)dz dµ(z) =


Γ \H



φj (z)y2 f(z)Ez̄ z, sj dµ(z),

(5.10)

since dD0 (z, s) = ∂z D0 (z, s)dz + ∂z̄ D0 (z, s)dz̄ and f1 dz + f2 dz̄, g1 dz + g2 dz̄ = 2y2 (f1 g1 +
f2 g2 ).

5.1

Relation with Rankin-Selberg convolutions

We analyze the integral

I(s) =

φj (z)y2 f(z)Ez̄ (z, s) dµ(z),

Γ \H

(5.11)

where E(z, s) = D0 (z, s). For (s) sufﬁciently large, we can differentiate the series


E(z, s) =

(γz)s

(5.12)

γ∈Γ∞ \Γ

to get
Ez̄ (z, s) =

is
2



−2

(γz)s−1 (cz + d)

.

(5.13)

γ∈Γ∞ \Γ

We can unfold as in the Rankin-Selberg method for modular forms of different weight
to get
is
2





γ∈Γ∞ \Γ Γ \H

φj (z)

ys−1
y2
2
f(z)(cz
+
d)
dµ(z),
|cz + d|4
|cz + d|2s−2

(5.14)
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since Ez̄ (z, s) has weight (0, 2). We then get
is
I(s) =
2


Γ∞ \H

φj (z)y2 f(z)ys−1 dµ(z).

(5.15)

We write Fourier expansions for φj (z) and f(z)
φj (z) =





an y1/2 Ksj −1/2 2π|n|y e2πinx ,

(5.16)

n=0

where Kν (y) is the MacDonald Bessel function, and f(z) =

n>0

bn e2πinz . Using

[8, equation (6.621.3), page 733] we get
I(s) =

√ −1/2
π2
Γ (s + sj )Γ (s − sj + 1)
is  a−n bn
.
s+1/2
2
2s
Γ (s + 1)
(2πn)
n>0

(5.17)

We denote the Rankin-Selberg convolution of f and φj as L(f ⊗ φj , s). We use the duplication formula for the Gamma function, plug in s = sj , and multiply by 4πi/(2sj − 1)
to get
√

−


 

π
1
1
L
f
⊗
φ
Γ
s
,
s
+
+
j j
j
2πsj (2sj − 1)
2
2

(5.18)

which gives Theorem 1.1(c) and agrees up to a constant with [14, Theorem 5.4].

6

Proof of Theorem 1.4

If the value L(f ⊗ φj , sj + 1/2) = 0, then Ḋ0 (z, s) has deﬁnitely a pole at sj . Since D0 (z, s)
is regular at sj , the functions D (z, s) should have poles sj () converging to sj , as  → 0.
Remark 6.1. According to [20], a pole of the perturbed Eisenstein series can occur if
a cusp form eigenvalue becomes a scattering pole. This is so because for small  the
total multiplicity of the singular set in a small disc around sj remains constant. Our
result creates the scattering pole out of the Phillips-Sarnak condition (1.17) without the
use of the singular set. If we can show that a pole of D (z, s) close to the unitary axis
forces a type (II) eigenvalue for L,a for some a, then we would have a new proof of the
destruction of cusp forms under (1.17).

7 Proof of Theorem 1.5
For simplicity we assume that we have only one cusp and we ﬁx σ = (s) > 1/2. It follows
from the Maaß-Selberg relations, as in [12, Lemma 8.8], that the scattering function φ (s)
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is bounded for (s) ≥ 1/2 and away from the ﬁnite number of poles in the interval
(1/2, 1]. For the McDonald-Bessel function Ks (x) the integral representation
Ks (x) =

∞
0

e−x cosh t cosh(st) dt,

(7.1)

see [8, equation (8.432.1), page 968], gives


Ks (x) ≤ e−x/2 Kσ (2)

(7.2)

for x ≥ K. This together with the polynomial bound on the Fourier coefﬁcients of
Eisenstein series gives
E (z, s) z yσ + |φ(s)|y1−σ + Oσ (1) = Oz,σ (1).

(7.3)

Similarly ∂x E (z, s) z 1. The estimates can clearly be made uniform in z on compact
sets. For ∂y E (z, s) we study Ks (x). Differentiating the integral in (7.2), we get
  


Ks (x) ≤ e−x/2 Kσ (2).

(7.4)

This implies that
∂y E (z, s) z |s|yσ−1 + |φ(s)||1 − s|y−σ + Oz (1).

(7.5)

The estimates (7.3) and (7.5) show that both E (z, s) and (1/|t|)dE (z, s) are bounded on
vertical lines for σ > 1/2. By (5.1) and (5.6), we get


Ḋ0 (z, s) = −R0 (s) − 4πi dD0 (z, s), w + 2πi(δw)D0 (z, s) .

(7.6)

The bounds for D0 (z, s) = E0 (z, s) and its differential together with the fact that L̇
has compact support give a polynomial bound for the L2 -norm of L̇D0 (z, s) in the t
aspect. Since
R(z) ≤

1
dist(z, Spec A)

(7.7)

for the resolvent of a general self-adjoint operator A on a Hilbert space and dist(s(1 −
s), Spec L0,a ) ≥ |t|(2σ − 1) we get
Ḋ0 (z, s) σ

|s|
.
|t||2σ − 1|

(7.8)
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We last notice that the above estimate, together with (7.3) and (2.26), ﬁnish the proof of
the theorem.
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